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erful and sophisticated optical system. The array of optical sensors that form the retina are connected to a pattern recognition system far more powerful than the fastest supercomputer-the vision center of the human brain. The eye and the brain together give us an extremely detailed picture of the world, compensating smoothly for some of their own limitations. However, a few simple experiments can reveal some of the eye's limits.
Specialized nerve cells in the retina respond to light and transmit signals to the brain. There are two similar types: cones and rods. The roughly seven million cones respond to bright light and sense color. The 125 million rods respond to dim light, but do not sense color. The rods are so sensitive to light that they are essentially bleached out in sunlight and do not respond at all. However, they recover their sensitivity after you turn off the lights.
It takes a minute or two for your eyes to start to "dark adapt" as the rods turn on, to sense light much too faint for the cones. If you go outside on a dark night, you will see faint stars gradually come into view as your eyes dark adapt. It takes about half an hour for your eyes to become fully dark adapted, but the change is most obvious in the first few minutes outside. If you live in a brightly lit urban area, scattered light from street lamps, car headlights, houses, and signs makes the sky so bright that your eyes never fully dark adapt. You will never see colors at night, because the rods lack color receptors.
The differences between rods and cones, and the different patterns they make on the retina, have some interesting consequences that we don't often notice. The cones respond to all the colors in the visible spectrum, from 400 to 700 nanometers. However, the cones are not sensitive to wavelengths longer than 600 nm, so red objects seem darker at night than in bright light.
Many cones are packed tightly together near the center of the retina, a point called the "fovea," where the lens of the eye focuses light from objects straight ahead. Because they are tightly packed, the cones near the fovea have the highest resolution in the Continued on next page LIGHT TOUCH, from page 55 eye, giving us our detail vision. When we read, our eyes focus light onto the fovea and the surrounding area-the "macu1a"-so we can see the detail needed to make sense of the words. Some elderly people suffer a condition called "senile macular degeneration," which impairs their detail vision, leaving them unable to read books set in normal size type.
The tight concentration of cones near the fovea leaves no room for rods, so there are none near the center of vision. Most of the 125 million rods are on the sides of the retina. This means that at night you see poorly in the area where you direct your eyes, the same area where you can see best during the day. This makes seeing in the dark difficult, because we are so used to being in the light that we automatically turn our eyes toward what we want to see.
Amateur astronomers are well aware of this effect, and use a technique called "averted vision" to better view faint objects in the dark night sky. If they want to see a dim star, they focus their eyes on a nearby bright star. The dim star then appears off to the side. If their eyes wander toward the dim star, it may seem to vanish-because its light is focused onto the fovea, where there are no cones to respond to it. The best way to see averted vision work is by looking directly at a fairly bright star. You will see other, fainter, stars nearby, but those fainter stars will disappear if you try to focus on them. This works well with Polaris and the fainter stars of the Little Dipper, if your sky is not too bright, as shown in Fig.  1 .
Rods and cones are not distributed symmetrically around the eye. They are absent altogether from one small area near the back of the eye, where the optic nerve connects with the retina. Normally, our brain conceals this blind spot by using information from our other eye. However, you can demonstrate its existence by closing your left eye and focusing your right eye on the cross in Fig. 2 . Move the page back and forth, and at some point the circle will fall on your blind spot and vanish. 
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Seeing in the light and in the dark T he human eye is remarkably sensitive. The first stage in the process of seeing is the absorption of light in cells called rods and cones, which lie in the retina, a thin sheet of tissue at the back of the eye. The retina records the image of the world around you somewhat like film does in a camera. Light is composed of small packets of energy called photons, and the eye is so sensitive that the absorption of a single photon is all that is required to stimulate a single rod photoreceptor. If only about 10 rods in a patch of the retina each absorb a photon, a brief flash of light can reliably be seen in the dark. Put another way, the eye is so sensitive that you could deliver 1,000 visible flashes of light to every person who ever lived with the energy required to lift a pea an inch off your dinner plate. On the other hand, our eyes can also operate at light levels much brighter than this. For example, a white piece of paper viewed on a bright sunny day is roughly 10" or 100 billion times brighter than the dimmest flashes we can just make out in total darkness.
How does the visual system allow us to see so clearly over such an enormous range of light intensities? This operating range is all the more impressive because the retina sends visual information to the brain with optic nerve fibers that have a very limited operating range. These nerve cells send impulses to the brain at a rate that increases with the intensity of light. However, their useful range is from perhaps a few spikeslsec to 200 spikeslsec, or a range of about 10011. How can the 1 0~~1 1 range of light intensities be compressed into a range of 100/1? Some simple experiments you can perform with your own eyes provide some clues.
Changing pupil size
One trick the visual system uses is to change the size of the pupil, depending on the light level. In the dark, the pupil dilates, letting in roughly 10 times more light than it does when it is constricted in bright light. Watch someone's pupils when they are standing in a dimly lit room. Illuminate one of his eyes with a flashlight, while shielding the light from the other eye. You can change the size of the pupil of the unilluminated eye by changing the amount of light to the illuminated eye. The pupils of the two eyes are about the same size no matter how differently the eyes are illuminated, indicating that they are yoked together by a single mechanism that controls both eyes.
Changing from cones to rods
Another way the visual system allows us to see over such a large range of light intensities is to split the task between two distinct sets of photoreceptors: the rods operate at dlm light levels and the cones, which also provide color vision, function at higher levels. Roughly speaking, when the rods alone are active, the visual system can be a thousand times more sensitive than when the cones are active.
The enhanced sensitivity of the rod system comes at the price of our ability to see fine detail. The visual acuity of the eye when the rods alone are active is about 10 times lower than it is when cones are active. The rod sys-DAVID R. WILLIAMS is associate protem has an advantage in sensitivity fessor at the Center for Visual Sciover cones in part because it adds toence, University of Rochester, Rochgether signals from many rods. The ester, N.Y.
difference in acuity can be observed if
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you attempt to read under dim illumination. If it is dim enough that the world appears only in shades of gray without color, only your rods are active, and you will be able to read only if the text is very large.
Changing sensitivity
Perhaps the most important mechanism the visual system uses to operate over a large range of light levels is to change its sensitivity depending on the overall light level at any given time. Consider the volume control on a stereo or television. If the sound is too loud, you turn the volume down; if it is too soft, you turn the volume up. The visual system has its own volume control that adjusts itself to different light levels automatically. When the light level increases, the visual system turns down its volume. This process is known as light adaptation. When the light level decreases, the volume is turned up, a process called dark adaptation. We all experience dark adaptation when we step into a dark movie theater from the brightly lit outdoors. Though it is difficult to see initially, after a few minutes your vision seems to improve. This process takes about 30 minutes to complete, though most of the sensitivity adjustment happens within a few minutes.
We are so used to this effortless process that we are rarely aware of it. However, a simple experiment provides a very graphic demonstration of how potent these sensitivity changes of dark adaptation actually are. Find yourself a dark room-the darker the better so long as you can still make out some of the gross features in the room. If you can make out any colors, it is too bright. During the day, a windowless bathroom will do if it is illuminated only by light passing beneath the closed door. At night, a room illuminated only by moonlight is a good choice.
Make yourself comfortable in this room and notice how objects gradually become easier to see. Wait for at least 5 minutes, though the longer you wait (up to about 30 minutes) the better. Then cover one eye with your hand malung sure that no light can get in. Keeping your hand over your eye, turn on all the room lights, or step outside, giving your uncovered eye a full minute to adjust to this new light level. Then return to the dark room and uncover your eye. You should experience a quite dramatic (and slightly disconcerting) difference between your eyes. You will find that you are effectively blind in the eye that was recently exposed to the bright light, though your dark-adapted eye will see the dark room quite clearly.
With this procedure, it is easy to make one eye a thousand times more sensitive than the other eye. Unlike the experiment on the pupils, which work together in the two eyes, this experiment shows that there are separate volume controls, or sensitivity adjustments, for each eye.
These volume controls are not only independent in each eye, but they also operate relatively independently at different locations within the retina of a single eye. When someone uses a flash camera to take a picture of you, you often notice an after-image of the flash that lingers long after the flash itself. The after-image has the peculiar property that it moves with your eye; no matter where you look, it maintains the same relative position to where you are looking. This is because the after-images originate in the retina, which moves just as the eye moves.
Some kinds of after-images can be thought of as indicators of the volume control settings at different locations in the retina. For example, stare at the center of the "d" in the title of this article. Gaze steadily at the "d" for 20 seconds. Then look at the blank white part of the page just above the title. You should see an after-image of the same letters you saw initially, but this time they will appear brighter than the background instead of darker. These "negative" after-images occur because during the time you were looking at the "d", the part of the retina beneath the dark letters became more sensitive than the part beneath the bright background. When you shifted your gaze to the uniform white page, the page looked brighter where your retina was most sensitive, so that the letters look bright. Many after-images are a consequence of the normal process the retina uses to adjust to the overall light intensity, allowing us to see in both light and in the dark. The Assistant Director will assist the Director in the development, administration and marketing of research and educational programs in CREOL and developing collaborative efforts with industry, exact duties will be determined by the experience and interest of the successful candidate. Applicants should send their vitae, a list of at least three references, and a letter describing their interest in the position and how they would expect to contribute to the continued growth of CREOL.
CREOL ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Applicants should have an appropriate background experience in research and/or education in the laser and optical sciences and engineering. Experience with university/government and universitylindustry programs is desirable. The Assistant Director will have the opportunity to teach and develop his or her own research projects. An academic appointment is possible depending upon the interest and background of the candidate.
Interested individuals should send the above requirements to: The power of compound eyes appealed to insect pollinators had the best chance of survival through the ages of evolution. Few bee-pollinated flowers are solid red, for to the bee red looks the way black does to the human eye. There are numerous blue and violet, yellow and yellowish-green flowers that fall within the range of the bee's color vision. In addition, there are a number of blossoms that appear muted to the human eye, but glow with ultraviolet magnificence for bees. Insects' ability to get their bearings from sunlight partly depends on polarization, which is generally invisible to man. For the insect, there is a different quality of light coming from north, east, south and west at different hours of the day. As a consequence, insects need only to see the sky to navigate. More remarkable, honeybees can tell where the sun is even in a cloudy sky. This is because a certain amount of ultraviolet light penetrates the clouds and the sun's part of the sky is always about 5% brighter in theultraviolet than therest. This difference is enough for the bees to pinpoint the sun on the cloudiest day.
The compound eye of an insect is made up of many separate visual units ( Figure 1 ). In this article, we discuss the power of the compound eye. It is clear that the eye of an movement of an enemy or prey, as well as patterns of light and dark areas. But this equipment would not seem to give an insect a clear, sharply defined image of the external world. Of course, we do not know that what we see is any more real than what insects see. The signals conveyed to our brains produce certain instinctive reflex actions-we may turn away or close our eyes. By more complicated mental processes, visual memory influences visual perceptions. Insects react by visual memory: for example, returning to anest and using visual landmarks.
When we compare ourselves to insects, we find a way in which our vision is incomplete. Insects see about the same amount of the red end of the spectrum as we do, but they seemuchfurther into the ultraviolet. Insects avoid the light, e.g., when offered a spectrum of colors that includes infrared and ultraviolet, ants carrying their pupae into shelter will avoid all of our visible spectrum and a space beyond it, choosing as "dark" places the infrared and ultraviolet. In precise terms, their general range is from 2,500A to ~,oooA, compared with the human range of 4,000A to 7,000A.
This color range of insects has largely determined the hues of meadows and forest, for varieties of flowers that 
Putting things in perspective
A facet is a part of the cornea, a transparent area of the cuticle. Beneath this may be a crystalline cone, a hard refractive body, which in combination with the facet of the cornea forms a real image of what ever lies in front of it ( Figure 2 ). Some dragon flies are said to have nearly 30,000 facets in each eye, which makes sense because they Insects cannot close their eyes; they rest with them open. Their vision is believed to be sharp only to a distance of 2 to 3 feet (51 to 91 cm). Insect eyes have no way of focusing to achieve a sharper image; they depend on an increase in the number of individual mini-eyes for an increase of sharpness much as a printer relies on a fine halftone screen to print the tiny dots that make up a sharper picture with a wealth of detail.
The familiar lens of glass that we use in cameras, microscopes, and the like, is made from material with a uniform refractive index. The bending of light rays to form an image is then determined by the curvature of the various surfaces and the distance between them. The cornea and the crystalline cone of the insect eye is a laminated structure, made like the layers of an onion. The refractive index is greatest along the axis and least toward the sides. As a device for bringing light rays to a focus, the lens-cylinders system of the insect eye is thus more complicated than that of the simple lenses made by man.
. . . * . . . 
Auto-random-dot stereograms
We perceive depth in our normal vision because our brain stereoscopically combines the two slightly different views from our horizontally separated eyes. Although there are other (monocular) depth cues such as shading and perspective, humans are particularly receptive to this binocular disparity. In fact, picture pairs (or stereograms) can inducestereopsis when they are contrived binocular disparity.
Typical stereograms, such as 3-D movies, contain several monocular To view the auto-random-dot stereogram in Figure 1 , focus your eyes on the page while holding a pencil between the stereogram and your eyes. You should see two misfocused pencil images. Move the pencil t o align the blurred images with the two fixation markers-the heavyblackdots-on the stereogram. Then, without moving your eyes, focus on the pencil. The two blurred pencils should converge into one sharp image that points at the censees both markers, but they are shifted horizontally such that only the right marker in the left eye's image overlaps the left marker in the right eye's image. Thus, you saw three markers at correct convergence. In fact, each eye sees its own view of the entire stereogram shifted with respect t o the other by the convergence distance. These twoviews correspond to the two sides of a stereo pair. However, unlike a standard stereogram, both views are identical, s o depth cues because each component image forms a realistic, two-dimensional scene when viewed separately. Conversely, random-dot s t e r e o g r a m s combine two seemingly random blackand-white patterns of dots, which, when viewed stereoscopically, produce a three-dimensional figure solely on the basis of binocular disparity.' Because of the lack of several interacting depth cues, it may take several minutes for the observer to recognize depth from the random-dot patterns, while it only takes milliseconds to perceive ordinary stereograms.
While most stereograms require special viewing equipment, such as polarized glasses or color filters, the autorandom-dot stereogram2 in Figure 1 works by free viewing. In this case, you must only focus your eyes correctly on a single pattern of "random" dots to perceive a three-dimensional scene. You may have already experienced a simple version of this type of stereopsis i f you've ever looked at a repetitively tiled floor and had the disconcerting sensation of seeing the tiles floating above your feet.
. . . . . . The fixation markers are separated by the convergence distance. This distance is the amount by which the image in the left eye is shifted from the image seen by the right eye. As you saw in trying t o view the stereogram, each eye the single dot pattern itself contains the depth discontinuity information.
Depth is encoded into the stereogram by assigning a nearly random pattern of black-and-white dots to each row of the stereogram array with a length corresponding to the convergence distance. This pattern repeats itself along the row until a depth discontinuity is encountered. Axons heading to the ure 1). Cover your left eye retina must travel to the blind spot blind spot and look at the *. Now (Figure 3) . Most take a straight path, move the page closer to but passing axons would interfere with you until the blackspot to our best vision if they ran across the the right moves into the fovea-the part of the retina correblind spot and vanishes. sponding to visual "straight ahead." TO The blind spot is in the avoid the fovea, the axons from cells in mirror-reversed position the fovea and adjacent regions sweep in the other eye, so if you out two arcs with shapes that look like close the right eye and the shapes of the blue arcs (Figure4) . If open the left, the spot on you place the red spot elsewhere in the the rightwill reappear and visual field, you will get different blue the spot on the left will lines corresponding to the axon path vanish.
from that location to the blind spot. You have a blind spot So why can you see the path taken because the retina is built by the stimulated axons on their way " ' /,,/ backwards from the de-to the blind spot when you look at a sign suggested by com-red spot in the dark? Though the exact mon sense. Figure 2 illus-mechanism is unclear, it is most likely A A trates this with a cartoon that the electrical impulses, traveling blind spot fovea slice through the retina. from a normally stimulated part of the Light comes down from retina, abnormally stimulate the retina too. However, they will always end in the top of the page. To reach the photo-along their path to the optic nerve. about the same location.
receptors and initiatevision, light must Like other forms of abnormal stimulaTheeffect was first described in 1824 pass through the ganglion cells and tion, this is seen as light-in this case, by Jan Purkjinje, a great Czech scien-other nerve cells of the retina. The as blue arcs. tist. It could be known as Pukinje's axons of the ganglion cells lie on top of It is not known why the arcs are blue. Arcs, but Purkinje already has so many the ganglion cell bodies and form the Perhaps it is comparatively easy to effects named after him that it is prob-optic nerve. Axons from all parts of the stimulate the pathways carrying inforably just as well that this effect is known mation from the short simply as the blue arc phenomenon.' Figure 4 wavelength cones. The Three obvious questions spring to
The blue arcs fact that they are blue, mind: What causes the arc? What dehowever, helps to extermines its shape? Why is it blue? plain why a red light is The central clue to the cause of the the best inducing stimuarc came from an understanding of the lus. Any color light can shape. All the arcs in one eye end in produce the arcs, but about the same place. With a little furthe arcs are dim and are ther investigation, you can prove to easily hidden by glare yourself that those arcs end at the blind or scattered light. Red spot. You have a blind spot in each eye light stimulates different because all of the nerve fibers (axons) nerve cells and will interthat carry information from the retina fere least with the percep to the rest of the central nervous systion of a weak blue stimutem leave the eye at a single location.
lus. Many e v e r y d a y At that location, there are no photorestimuli must producethe ceptors and, thus, no possibility of viarcs, but they will be lost sion. If you have never seen a blind in the glare of the more spot demonstration, we have provided 
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Percqtion is No Accident
Seeing is believing, right? Or is it? Look at Figure 1 . To most people, the square region in the center looks brighter than the surrounding white area, but actually they're physically the same. To many, the square region appears to be a flat surface that sits above the rest of the figure and partially covers the lines. The illusory surface has dear illusory contours (edges) that delimit it. Figure 2 was created by adding lines that terminate at the same points as the lines in the first figure, one being added for each line in the first figure. But now the illusory surface and illusory contour are much weaker. Why? After all, the endpoints of the lines are still just as nicely lined up as the previous figure, there are still just as many points of contact to "guide" the illusory contour, and they are spaced apart in the same way as in the previous figure. In fact. since we have added more lines. we might reasonably expect the illusion to be strengthened instead of weakened.
S i a r l y , in Figure 3 , an illusory square appears to be covering the black "Pacman" regions. But when a little more black is added to thatfigure so that the sharp convex comers of the pacmen are smoothed out (i.e., the corners where the outlines of the Pacmen meet the illusory edges of the surface), as in Figure 4 , then the Illusion is again weakened.
One explanation of these observations is based on the principle of "genericity." Consider the Nedcer cube in Figure 5 . It appears to be a picture of a three-dimensional object (i.e., a cube), even though it is only a set of lines on a flat page. Figure 6 also could be an image of a "wire frame" cube in a three-dimensional space, but people rarely see it that way. Instead, most people see this figure as flat.
What makes some collections of lines look like a picture of something three-dimensional, while others just look flat? Figure 6 could be an image of a cube, but in such an interpretation our line of sight would have to be exactly aligned with one of the diagonals of the cube. According to the principle of genericity, a collection of lines (or regions) in an image will be more likely to appear three-dimensional if they represent "generic" as opposed to "accidental" views of a three-dimensional scene. Thus, in Figure 6 there is an accidental coincidence of two distinct comers of the cube, and this destroys the threedimensional percept.
M A R C K. ALBERT and D O N A L D D. H O F F M A N study vision at the University
In Figures 1 and 2 , we can understand, by using the principle of genericity, why the first display can produce an illusory surface that appears to partially cover the lines while the second one cannot. In the second display, the edges of the (potential) illusory surface would go right through the intersections of the inducing lines. If the illusory edges were perceived as being closer to the observer than the inducing lines, then the obsenrer would have to be looking at the scene from an accidental viewpoint. (For a similar example involving "neon color spreading," see page 88.)
A similar idea explains why there is no occluding surface perceived in Figure 4 . In general, when one object occludes another, the image of the occluded object has a sharp convex corner at the point where its boundary meets the boundary of the occluding object. Only from an accidental viewpoint could the boundary of the occluded object go smoothly into the boundary of the occluding one. This fact makes it highly improbable that there could be an occluding surface in Figure 4 , and most human subjects do not perceive one.
Still, many subjects do perceive weak illusory edges in Figures 2 and  4 . However, they describe these edges as being at approximately the same depth as the inducers, not as occluding them.
A number of theories of illusory contours have been proposed. Rock and Anson1 proposed that illusorycontour perception is a two-stage process. illusory surface is perceived, it is seen as figure, and all of the black elements along with the surrounding white area is seen as ground. In the second stage of the process, the visual system checks the display for its consistency and compatibility with the hypothesis of an occluding illusory surface.
Gregory2 claims that the human visual system, using the probabilistic information available to it, selects perceptual interpretations on the basis of what is the most likely state of the external world. According to Gregory, an illusory surface is perceived in Figure 3 to "account" for the "gaps" in the inducers. In other words, the visual system has decided that this is the most likely state of the external world.
The view proposed by Kanizsa3 is that the Gestalt principles of perceptual organization can explain illusory contours. According to this theory, perceptual interpretations that maximize "simplicity" and "regularity" are favored by human vision. Thus, in Figure 3 , we prefer to see four complete circles that are partially covered by a square, rather than four Pacmen.
Coren4 claims that when depth cues in a display allow the visual system to construct a "simpler" perceptual organization by introducing an illusory surface, then an illusory surface will be perceived. So, in Figure  3 it is argupd that the depth cue of "interposition" is present, and this allows the perception of four complete circles that are partially covered by an illusory square. The central claim here is that the presence of depth cues is necessary for the perception of an illusory contour.
Grossberg and Mingolla5 proposed a neural network model of the human visual system. In their theory, illusory contours occur because of short-range competitive interactions and long-range cooperative interactions that are fundamental to all contour-generating processes within the visual system. The contours generated by these interactions define boundaries for diffusive "filling-in" pro- cesses that allow the contour to be perceived.
According to Kanizsa, a tendency toward "closure" of lines can explain illusory contours generated by line endings. His theory can also account reasonably well for the effects seen in Figures 1 and 2 . On the other hand, our fundamental assumption is that the human visual system generally prefers perceptual interpretations that are more likely to "correspond" to the actual state of the external world. This assumption is based on the idea %at human vision is biased toward perceptual interpretations that are usefu~ for survival. It means that in the face of uncertainty, human vision must resort to whatever probabilistic information it has at its disposal to decide which, among the logically possible perceptual interpretations of an image, is most likely to be "correct." This is central to the cognitive approach to perception proposed by Gregory. One source of probabilistic information, based on this viewpoint, leads to the generic viewpoint assumption. Kanizsa's theory is not explicitly based on a preference for more probable interpretations. For this reason, we feel that the explanation based on genericity is more satisfactory.
Thus, it appears that human vision prefers to attribute coincidences that occur in images to "special" arrangements in 3-D (as long as they have a reasonable prior probability of occurring), rather than to its own viewpoint. Its prior probabilities about the arrangement of objects lead it to more readily accept, for-example, that a bunch of "blobs" could be crowded around a square (e.g., the blobs could be soft and flexible), than that the eye viewsthe square and the blobs from an accidental viewpoint. So while accidents can happen, human vision prefers to maneuver around them if it can.
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Don't
Step ori the Toys, Grandpa! When I was about seven years old, we had to be very careful with toys on the floor, because my grandparents had trouble seeing them, and might step on them. This seemed strange to me, but then older people were a little strange in those days. Some would tilt their heads in funny ways yhen reading the paper and lots of otliers wore glasses as necklaces. Many adults would peer at fine print and bring it under a bright light to read it.
As a child, I never recognized these mannerisms as being more than oddities, but after I passed 40, I suddenly began to notice some of the same mannerisms in myself and my contemporaries. My husband tilts his head just like Grandpa did, so he can read with his bifocals. A friend wears glasses around his neck to read with, and I am forever losing my distance glasses because I have to take them off to read. I tried bifocals and they drove me bananas because I couldn't see the ground.
As I explained to my daughter, there are a couple things involved in this strange behavior. As most OPN readers know, but as your kids or grandkids may not know, our eyes have an auto-focus mechanism that degrades as we age. To demonstrate this, my kids and I experimented with how close we could hold a newspaper and still read it. My son doesn't wear glasses, my daughter wears a small correction, and I wear a small correction for distance. With each of us optimizing for distance, we found that-I could bring the paper up to about 13 in.. and my kids, the rats, could bring it to about 3.5 in. Next I tried the same test with my reading glasses on. I could see from about 10- I let my daughter look through a camera lens and adiust the focus mechanism to see what the world looks like without auto-focus. I explained that accommodation is our ability to change the focus in our eyes the 'ame way she was manually changing the focus with the camera. Because we parents can't adjust as well, we need to have an external adjustment. I normally don't wear glasses for reading, but do wear them for distance viewing; others wear reading glasses or bifocals. I had Jamie try looking at the floor while wearing my reading glasses, and she could see why we had to keep the floor clear for Grandpa.
Another factor in "Grandpa behavior" is depth of field. I had Jamie focus the camera on a block wall in our backyard. Then, with the aperture set to f/2, I had her bring in the camera focus until the wall was just out of focus enough that she lost the lines between the blocks. (Optimum focus was about 30 ft., and she lost the Lines at about a 5-ft. setting.) Then she changed the aperture to f/l6, and the lines popped back into focus. I explained that at any given distance setting, objects a little closer and a little farther are still in focus, but this effect is much stronger if the aperture is stopped down. To further demonstrate how the aperture setting changes the depth of field, you can also use an intermediate distance setting and have the child look at objects of varying distance.
To demonstrate the depth of field effect concept visually, we went into a fairly dark room, and Jamie closed her eyes to adapt them to the dark. Then, starting at about seven feet away, with reading glasses on, she approached me until she could read the paper 1 was holding. She then backed away until it was just out of focus. Next we turned on the bright lights in the room. She could see the paper come into focus as her pupils stopped down to adjust to the new light level. (With my more limited accommodation, I could detect the increase in my range at both the near point and the far point.) She thought that effect was pretty neat, and then understood one reason that older people often peer at a paper and then move under a strong light.
I told her that different lens systems may have different depths of field. We set the camera at the shortest focus, and then put a pencil an inch from the lens. Jamie couldn't tell that the pencil was there at all, because the depth of field was not large enough for us to see it. In contrast to this system, one of the imaging systems at work has a fisheye lens with such a large depth of field that objects quite near the lens are in focus even when distant objects are in focus. Occasionally, a bird or spider sits on this camera yielding a wonderfully weird-looking image of clouds and the sky with a well-focused, hugelooking spider in the middle of the scene. (Talk about bugs in the system-or should I say arachnids?) My daughter is nearly 15 and knew some of this from a camera class. For younger kids, you may need to adjust your approach. For example, in showing the effect of the aperture on the depth of field, you may have to show what an aperture is. This can be done by letting a youngster look at someone's pupils in a dimly lit room, and then turning on a bright light to see them constrict. Another variation is to do these experiments with a video camera. You can run the various experiments with live dialog, commenting as you stop down the aperture or adjust the focus. I'm not sure the kids learn it any better with the video camera, but they would certainly have fun with it.
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Feasting on Photons
B Y V I N C E N T P . M A L L E T T E E
very second, 100 megabytes of information pours into each human eye. This visual storm is piped down the optic nerves-the densest communication channels in the universe-to the cortex, 100 billion cells roaring away at 1016 connections per second. What can that "teraflop Jello@" in our skulls do? For starters, it can apply a Laplacian to a two-dimensional Gaussian; it can move from low-bandvass to detect a car to high-bandpass to read the license plate; when Fourier methods fail altdgether, as on a herringbone pattern, t h e eye goes effortlessly to a grouping algorithm that pulls out the vertical structure.
Tricks like these, coupled with our 10-million-hue color sensitivity a n d wraparound stereo vision, make human eves the best on the planet. True, we can't read a newspaper headline at 'I4 mile like the hawk, or see by the moonlight that filters down through 1,400 feet of water like the harbor seal, or react to a blur in 21 milliseconds like the fly (that's why they're so hard to swat), b u t we can marvel at the Andromeda Galaxy in "tele" mode, then go micro and watch that fly washing its face. When we tire of that, we can bat a baseball closing on us at 100 mph, or sedately judge vernier alignment to 2 arcsec.-a neat feat considering that the foveal cones subtend a fat 27 arcsec.! Let's follow a swarm of photons from the outside world into our eve. First stop is the cornea, a fibrous but amazingly transparent tissue that must do without blood vessels and receives its oxygen just by diffusion. Most of the eye's focusing is done by the cornea-the lens just finetunes the image (it can achieve about a 6% tweak). This is why you can't see underwater-the water defeats 90% of the cornea's refractive action and leaves the lens with nothing to work on. (As an experiment, try reading a plastic sign with big letters under water. Even high-myopes like me are hopelessly farsighted when o u r corneas are awash.)
Assuming that the cornea has done its job, the muscles surrounding the lens await orders from the brain to change its convexity by the perfect amount for sharp focusing. How is that done? FM-feedback magic-as the engineers say.
Past the lens, the photons dodge the floaters-some of which have been with us since the womb-in the gelatinous interior of the eye. The moment of truth is now upon us; the photons are going to strike the retina. But wait, something is terribly wrong. The retina is insideout! The light-sensitive cells are at the bottom, overlaid by a thicket of animal plumbing, the retina's lifesupport system.l It's the same for all vertebrates. We pay the price of backbone (some squids have topside retinas).
Experiments to try
Experiment: Catch a glimpse of your own much bescar~red retina. Get a bright little penlight, cover the tip with blue cellophane, and toggle it in the corner of your eye in a dark room. You should get flickers of a vast, rivered, alien planet. Say hello-it's vour retina. Where all the rivers come together is your blind spot, as big as 144 full moons and a complete secret to the human race until 1660.
While you've got your penlight handy, let's do another experiment. Punch a pinhole in a large sheet of aluminum foil, hold it close to your eye, and look at the sky (not the sun) through it. You are seeing your pupil. Don't believe it? Slip your trusty penlight under the foil and drench your covered eye with light. You will see the patch of sky contract in sympathy as you switch the penlight on. Physiological note: This "ganging" of the pupils is normal and healthy. Mismatched pupils are a sign of neurological damage.
Back to the retina. After wending their way through floaters and vascular flotsam, the lucky photons deliver their packets of energy, hv, to the photoreceptor cells. The light energy drives protons against an electrochemical gradient and isomerizes rhodopsin i n 200 fsec, about the fastest reaction known. And there's nothing wasteful about this process-the energy of a pea falling an inch, if completely converted into light, would provide a faint glimmer for every m a n , woman, and child who ever lived (that's 100 billion people).
When those poor little photons get to sacrifice themselves on the altar of rhodopsin, the image they build up is, of course, upside down. This is completely irrelevant, but it drives nonscientists crazy. In 1625, a man named Scheiner had to striv down an ox-eye from the rear to show the inverted image to nonbelievers.
To show this for yourself, take the leftover pinhole from your pupil experiment a n d hold a pinhead between the (brightly illuminated) pinhole and your eye. Be very careful-corneas heal like continents drift. Anyway, you will see a shadow of the pinhead oriented opposite to however you are holding it. The pinhead simply intercepts-rays from the cone of light-there is no image for the lens to form. But when this shadow hits the back of the eye, it is formatted like anything else on the retina, and it looks "upside down." This is nothing to the for-" matting done by herons and ospreys, which have learned to "see" fish underwater
Continued on page 60 alization of important ideas.
The reader is taken from basic periodic functions in one dimension through two-dimensional analysis of simple linear optical systems. The book provides a strong framework for applying Fourier analysis to coherent and incoherent ovtical imaging svstems.
. , " , century after the discovery of x-A r a y s in 1895 by Rontgen, Spiller's Soft X-Ray Optics details recent developments in optics primarily for the soft x-ray (1-500 A wavelength) range. The book summarizes significant advances made in the last two decades on nanometer scale optical elements in the form of multilayer interference and zone plate structures that enable a wide range of applications over the 25-10,000 eV range.
The lack of s-ignificant V refraction i n the x-ray range, as noted by Rontgen himself, has prompted development of such reflective and diffractive structures to form lenses in the soft x-ray range, where they are beginning to be incorporated into optical systems used in numerous fields, including telescopes in astronomy, microscopes a n d microprobes in the physical and life sciences, cavity and transport optics in short wavelength lasers, and optics for future generation integrated circuit lithography research. Multilayers also extend polarization-sensitive techniques into the soft x-ray range. The new generation highbrightness synchrotron radiation sources are beginning to benefit from multilayers and zone plates in numerous ways.
The author, a leader in the development of this field, condenses recent experimental progress and classical optical theories into a rich volume directed at scientists, engineers, and students interested in understanding and exploiting these new capabilities. Introductory and background chapters include discussions of the optical properties of A materials in the x-ray range, reviews of classical reflection and imaging optics and systems, and coherence and its relation to imaging. Later chapters delve into the details of zone plate and multilayer structures. The design, fabrication, testing, and application of zone plate and multilayer interference structures, all of which are made possible by technological advances in recent decades, are discussed in detail. Windows and filters for the soft x-ray region are also discussed, but diffraction gratings and detectors for soft x-rays are not covered.
In addition to placing these new optical developments in an interesting historical perspective, the book is rich with recent references in this rapidly evolving field. As such, it is a self-contained source that will allow both experts and novices to assess these new optical elements and their capabilities. "It is important to remember," he says, "that one of the reasons underlying the existence of OTA was that the Executive Branch systematically lied to Congress, which had little awareness that it was being lied to. But now that there's perceived to be less Executive Branch lying, there is less perceived need for OTA. But my bet is that they'll go right back to lying, and we'll be right back to the 1960s again. ~n d -t h e primary emphasis for information will be on stakeholders and lobbyists." Continued from page 58 underwater unrefracted by t h e air-water interface; they can even tune out ripples.
There's an experiment I don't want you to try at home, but you should know about it as an example of the power of science to get at things indirectly. The frequency at which we perceive a blinkmg light to be continuous is somewhere around 24 hz (TV is 30 hz). It was thought that the nerve channels couldn't transmit the higher frequencies. But wait! Show a 100-hz blinkie to a subject whose scalp is excited with 101-hz current, and he or she will see the light dim and brighten at a I-hz rate--classic heterodyningproving that the nerve channels carry the 100-hz signal.
It is the brain that decides what we're going to be allowed to see; the laws of optics are just the beginning of comprehending the human visual system. To be fair, the color cones in the central 0.5 mm ofthe retina are rightside-up. 
I Light Touch
When Too Much Knowledge is a Bad Thing
When chefs go out to dinner they notice when their garnish is wilted. And a dripping faucet in a plumber's house irritates its owner more than it would in the house next door. Do you think that postal people mind when they receive a piece of someone else's junk mail? I call these psychological nuisances that plague us "occupational aggravators," and I have a doozy.
As a lens designer, it is my job to ensure that a lens will produce a crisp and clear image that is free from aberrations of all kinds. Spherical aberration and coma are what I eat for breakfast every age in red light is 13 inches. This means that the red image of the top rung is slightly higher than the blue image of the same rung. In white light, the top edge of the top rung is red and there is no blue light, and the bottom edge of the bottom rung is blue with no red light. In the middle of the ladder image, the red and blue overlap and the color of the image is normal. I've been known to scream, "Arrgh, my image is ruined by lateral color!" Technically speaking, lateral color is the difference in the magnificolored fringes will almost disappear. This happens because the difference in the magnification between the colors is exaggerated at the edge of the field and minimized in the center. Move the pencil around the field and see how the colored fringes become more and less apparent. With a little practice you will be able to see this aberration in every transparency you are shown and you can share my occupational aggravation. You won't pay attention in meetings.
Lateral color can also be seen at
morning, but what really gets to me is my nemesis:
Lateral Chromatic Aberration. Lateral color seems to pop up all over the place, and hopefully this article will provide the basis for some of you to sympathize with my occupational aggravator.
W H A T I S LATERAL COLOR?
My job is to design lenses that produce images at a certain magnification. The
The lens in the illustration is creating an image of a ladder. The image of the ladder in red light is specs are very clear. ~h~ slightly larger than the image of the ladder in blue light. One effect of this can be seen by examinimage willbe either larger, ing the image around the top rung of the ladder. The image in red light is displaced from the image smaller, or the same size in blue light. Where the red and blue light overlap, the color of the image is normal, however, the top of the image will have a red edge, and the bottom of the image will have a blue edge.
as the original obiect, according to-the pla*. White light that passes through the lens to create the image is made up of a spectrum of colors. Sometimes the amount of magnification of one light color is more than the magnification of another color, with annoying results.
For example, suppose that I want to make a one-foot image of a tenfoot ladder. On close examination, I notice that the image of the ladder in blue light is 11 inches, while the im- cation of an image with respect to color.
W H E R E TO FIND L A T E R A L COLOR
One of the most common contributors to my occupational aggravation is the overhead projector. Place a pencil on the stage where the transparencies go so that it is near the edge of the field of view. Focus the shadow cast on the screen by the pencil and examine its image on the screen. You should see a red outline of the shadow on the outside edge and a blue outline on its inside edge. Move the pencil to the middle of the field and the the movies, through binoculars, telescopes, and microscopes, in slide projectors, and in many other optical instruments. Some designs try to compulsively eliminate every noticeable bit of it, but that is too expensive to put into practical use very often. So, optics people like me are left to search the world for everyday images without lateral color, but at least now we are not alone. 
H
ere's a very simple demonstration that almost always seems toimpress children and adults. Make an image appear "out of thin air" by waving a "magic wand." There's no trick involved . . . just persistence of vision, which is our ability to retain an impression of an image for a short time after the source of light has disappeared. Make a "magic wand" from a wooden dowel (about '/rs inch diameter is perfect) by cutting it to a convenient length (about 2.5-3 ft.) and painting it white or covering it with white tape. Then, set up a slide projector, and point it toward a dark background (don't use a projection screen!). For the most impressive effect, set the projector up in a dark, open area outside at night. Focus the projector at close range, so that the image is approximately 2-2.5 ft. wide. Use a well-exposed slide of an easily recognizable subject that has good contrast. Any slide will do, but the most stunning demonstration can be done with a light colored object photographed against a black background. With the projector intensity set to maximum, wave the magic wand back and forth rapidly through the plane of best focus. Voila! An image will appear, seemingly in thin air.
While we're on the subject of persistence of vision, here's another very simple demonstration. High quality grounded extension cords with a neon power indicator bulb are available from hardware stores and home improvement centers (yellow, with clear plastic connectors, made by Woods Inc.). Connect one of these cords to an outlet and twirl the end in a circle (2-3 ft. radius) in a dark room. Since the neon bulb glows only when the voltage exceeds a certain threshold (regardless of polarity), it pulses at 120 Hz; thus, the arc you see is chopped instead of continuous.
I'll leave you with an observation for your kids to explain, once they understand the neon bulb experiment. While chewing, look at a vacuum fluorescent display, such as the clock on a microwave oven. Explain the wavering image! Hint: most vacuum fluorescent displays are designed with persistence of vision in mind. Instead of lighting the entire display continuously, the segments are rapidly pulsed repeatedly in sequence (this is called multiplexing).
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